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Q

How is a specific line of business / business unit using your predictive analytics method to
inform decisions?

A

We’ve been conducting pay equity modeling and assessments either alone or as part of
a broader workforce analysis since the early 90s. In the past five years or so, this area of
work has grown enormously. More and more of our clients – in the US and, increasingly
in Europe as well – are conducting annual pay audits to proactively address pay equity
issues for women and minorities. In working with us, they choose to rely on comprehensive
predictive models of base pay and total compensation that account for the multiple
individual, group and market factors that drive pay in organizations. In this way, they not
only isolate the effects of specific demographics themselves, thereby assessing if and to
what extent there are unexplained pay disparities associated with gender or race, but also
get a deeper insight about explained differences – that is, of the root causes of persistent
differences that show up in raw (unadjusted) comparisons of pay levels.
While those concerned with legal challenges regarding pay equity commonly use statistical
controls to explain pay differences and reduce estimates of the size of pay disparities,
the more strategically-minded leaders in this domain use these same controls to better
understand why pay disparities exist and what can be done systematically to reduce or
eliminate them in a sustainable way. I am pleased to see more organizations moving away
from a predominately legal or compliance view of pay equity to a more expansive strategic
view that seeks to address systemic sources of gender and racial disparities in pay.
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Mercer’s When Women Thrive research has shown that
aggressive evaluation and management of pay equity is
a leading indicator of greater success in other aspects
of employment equity. Specifically, those organizations
which have specialized, independent teams using statistical
methods to assess and ensure pay equity as part of the
annual compensation process are significantly more likely
to do better in securing a more diverse workforce and
leadership team. Focus on pay equity and you are likely to
end up with better diversity outcomes overall.

“ Mercer’s When Women

Thrive research has shown
that aggressive evaluation
and management of
pay equity is a leading
indicator of greater
success in other aspects of
employment equity.

”

Many of our clients do, in fact, rely on our predictive
modeling approach to pay equity, commissioning us,
on an annual basis, to estimate statistical models of
pay determination to assess if and to what extent there pay disparities exist and make
adjustments where bona fide pay gaps are found. They typically do this work as part of the
annual compensation review.

Q

If HR were 100% ready and the data were available, what would your boldest approach to
pay equity deliver?

A

In the best of all worlds, organizations will evaluate and address pay equity in the broader
context of what the organization actually rewards. Our team has undertaken analyses of
the drivers of pay across literally hundreds of organizations in the US and abroad for almost
twenty five years now. We find the drivers of pay vary significantly across and even within
organizations. They also vary over time as changing business models and objectives and
changing labor market dynamics force organizations to adapt their rewards to help drive
corresponding changes in their workforce. Effective pay equity practices must account for
such changes and help ensure that pay equity actions align with evolving reward strategies.
So, for example, if a new business strategy places a premium on certain new roles, it is
important, from a gender pay equity perspective, not only to know that women in those
roles are paid on par with comparable men, but that women are getting the opportunity to
access these new and valued roles.
If these new roles command higher pay, disproportionate representation of men would
end up increasing the raw pay gap and likely diminishing the prospects of women to be
successful in the organization. A successful pay equity process will keep tab of underlying
changes in what is being valued by the organization to ensure women, minorities and other
groups of interest are not systematically disadvantaged by market- or internally-driven
shifts in the valuation of skills, knowledge, capabilities, experience, behaviors and roles.
Properly designed, a pay equity assessment is folded into the annual compensation review;
it becomes an opportunity to assess the strategic alignment of rewards with business
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goals. Most our clients pursue this approach. A pay equity review is not a one-time study; it
is an ongoing process of rewards review, one that is of significant strategic importance to
the organization.

Q

Do you think “black box” workforce predictive methods will become widely embraced in
the pay equity domain?

A

“Black box solutions” are for functional tacticians at best, not practitioners of strategic
workforce management. Strategic workforce management requires understanding and
effectively communicating the story within the data. By design, black box solutions bypass
the story, substituting claims of “predictive validity” instead. Time may prove me wrong, but
I have yet to see a compelling human capital storyline emerge from statistical relationships
or algorithmically-generated predictions alone. Explanatory analytics – understanding
what’s behind relationships detected in the data – is, in my view, central to building and
articulating a story that can engage leaders and compel action. Since I view pay equity
as fundamental to reward strategy, I am reluctant to embrace the use of automated data
analytics as the basis of pay equity assessments. If pay equity is part and parcel of rewards
alignment, there is no substitute for careful modeling and interpretation of the drivers
of rewards.

Q

Is there a risk of making the pay equity process too complex?

A

Our domain of workforce analytics always carries the risk of being overwhelmed by
complexity of approach or analytical techniques. This has never deterred our team,
however, from pursuing a more sophisticated technical solution if we are sure that solution
will lead to more accurate conclusions and better results.
The proof ultimately is in the results achieved and is increasing realized as a differentiator
in areas outside of pay as well. For example sports analytics has definitely added complexity
to the statistics tracked and followed by front office professionals, field managers and
coaches, players, player representatives and sports
journalists, but they have gained speedy adoption in the
industry. Few of these stakeholders really grasp the
technical dimensions of sports analytics. Nonetheless,
Staying away from
they are pervasively used – because they work, because
sophisticated analytics
they lead to better decisions and more targeted
on grounds of complexity
investments. Staying away from sophisticated analytics on
is a cop out, one that is
grounds of complexity is a cop out, one that is becoming
increasingly untenable in the HR field.
becoming increasingly

“

The analytics used for pay equity are not all that
complex. Most HR leaders have a basic understanding
of multivariate regression analysis. Even if they don’t,

untenable in the HR field.

”
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they can readily understand that measuring pay disparities and determining their
sources requires accounting for other non-demographic factors that also influence pay
levels. That’s what good modeling will accomplish. More complex is the way in which the
methodology is practically applied and how the results are translated into action.
So, for example; if pay strategies and pay determination are different across business units,
functions, geographies, occupations and job families, do you need to model each of these
separately? What determines the degree of segmentation used? Technical requirements,
such as minimum required population sizes for statistical modeling, may trade off against
practical business considerations. There is no pure science to inform such decisions.
Similarly, once you identify pay disparities or, for instance, employees who are “under-paid”
relative to peers – i.e. “outliers” – how do you close the gaps? Do you address outliers
only in groups where demographic disparities have been detected? Should you make
adjustments for women and non-whites only? Implementation questions such as these are
generally more “complex” and challenging to navigate than are issues around methodology.
Seldom do we get drawn into detailed conversations about statistical techniques. On
the other hand, we do have extensive discussions about implementation issues and the
“philosophy” behind pay actions.

Q

What is one specific way in which predictive analytics is driving workforce decisions?

A

Pay equity is perhaps the area where we see the most tangible results from our predictive
modeling work. First of all, clients don’t ask us to do this work if they are not prepared to
act on the results. Organizations understand that you don’t sit on pay disparities if you find
them. You have to take reasonable action to remedy bona fide pay inequities once found.
Due diligence is always required in implementing pay actions. No statistical model can alone
determine if there are pay disparities, certainly not at an individual level. First of all, there
is always the potential for error in the raw data on which
such models are estimated. Further, there is statistical
error in the estimation of the models themselves. Not all
Pay equity is perhaps the
relevant factors influencing pay may be captured in the
area where we see the most
organizations archival workforce (HRIS) data. And some
tangible results from our
jobs or career levels may be so thinly populated that it is
impossible to make accurate statistical comparisons that
predictive modeling work.
account for differences in job or role. At a certain point,
judgement comes into play.

“

”

Once individual outliers are identified, you need to carefully review them to sort out those
cases where there are good technical or business explanations for the pay differences
observed and those differences related to gender or race that remain unexplained. The
modeling helps narrow the field for such hands-on review, but it does not bypass this need
entirely. As in most areas of workforce analytics, science and art come together to render
the best solution.
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Still, there is no question that the analytics delivered here are hugely impactful. When you
do this work, you know you are going to have an immediate effect on the client organization
and the employees whose pay is at issue. Doing such consequential work is very satisfying.
But it carries a huge responsibility. Because you will deliver point estimates of pay
differences that may translate into actual payouts to individuals, you cannot rely on large
sample sizes to overcome any data error. Precision in working the data you have is critical.
Those who do this work have to be on their toes. Always!

Q

How does business culture need to evolve to realize the full promise of predictive
workforce analytics such a pay equity modeling?

A

Through Mercer’s When Women Thrive, Businesses Thrive global gender diversity study
we discovered that pay equity is basically the tip of the spear in organizations’ efforts to
secure gender diversity in their leadership and workforce generally. If you don’t get the
pay side right, it is unlikely you’ll be doing well on the representation, promotion, retention,
hiring or performance sides either. Rewards are consequential. They signal what is valued in
an organization. If you don’t signal you value women, minorities or other groups of interest,
you are unlikely to secure them as a vital, engaged, representative and effective part of
your workforce. So start with pay equity.
But don’t stop there. If I am clear about anything in our field, it is
that effective human capital management requires a systems view.
The dynamics process that produces your workforce – we call it
your “internal labor market”- consists of multiple moving parts that
interact with each other continuously to affect the mix of talent
embodied in your workforce. What happens on the reward side
influences what happens on the retention side, the development
side, the performance side; and vice versa. The best analytics will
de-mystify this process, help you understand what drives it and,
thereby, help you shape your internal labor market to meet the
needs of your business. Workforce diversity and pay equity should
be seen in this light. In the end, they are all about the business.

When Women Thrive,
Businesses Thrive, 2014 & '16

Organizations that do in fact recognize their workforce as an asset need to know what’s
happening to that asset and the return they’re getting on that asset. Taking a systems
view helps deliver and better process this information. Workforce analytics teams can
help foster this view in the way they analyze data and communicate results. This approach
enhances the power of their work. It also helps engage leadership in a way traditional
HR often failed to do. Such engagement makes all the difference in making the resulting
strategies successful.
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Haig R. Nalbantian
Haig R. Nalbantian is a Senior Partner at Mercer and a founder/leader of Mercer’s
Workforce Sciences Institute. A labor /organizational economist, he has been
instrumental in developing Mercer’s unique capability to measure the economic impact of
human capital practices, from staffing, recruitment/selection, training and development,
performance management, supervision and management structure, compensation,
benefits and career rewards, including retirement program designs. Those capabilities
have been applied in numerous projects he has directed for leading companies in the
U.S. and abroad across a broad range of industries, including energy, high technology,
manufacturing, consumer products, financial services, media and information services,
telecommunications, and professional services. He has also consulted to organizations
in the public and not-for-profit sectors. In over twenty-five years of consulting, Haig has
worked with many high-profile organizations to introduce or strengthen their use
of evidence-based human capital management.
Nalbantian co-authored the prize-winning book on human capital measurement and
management, Play to Your Strengths (McGraw Hill, 2004). He is also editor of and chief
contributor to the book, Incentives, Cooperation and Risk Sharing and is a frequent
speaker before industry groups, professional associations and academic audiences
across the globe. He led the research team and co-authored the 2012 World Economic
Forum/Mercer study of global talent mobility, “Talent Mobility Good Practices:
Collaboration at the Core of Driving Economic Growth.” Currently he is leading Mercer’s
research, in conjunction with Stanford University’s Center on Longevity, on gauging the
contribution of older workers.
Haig earned his BA in English and Economics at New York University and his graduate
degrees in economics from Columbia University. He is a member of the American
Economic Association.
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and consulting practice dedicated to helping

@WhenWomenThrive

organizations globally drive business performance
by increasing the representation and advancement
of women through a holistic focus on their careers,
health and financial well-being.
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